Given the pace of technological change and the ever-growing demand to do more with less, organizations today require dynamic methods for managing their IT investments.

Begin your IT asset management (ITAM) practice with help from CDW.

**Project-Based Engagement**

Gain better visibility into your license position

Targeting a specific publisher or a small set of publishers, the Project-Based Engagement assesses real data rather than relying on estimates to show you where you stand. It includes:

- Comprehensive software and hardware discovery, ensuring you have visibility to understand what assets are deployed
- Creates a milestone that can be used for annual true-ups, contract renewals, hardware specifications, and personnel changes using an industry-leading ITAM solution
- Entitlement aggregation, in which our team applies licensing rules to your environment to properly assign entitlements
- An effective license position for the chosen publisher(s)
- Recommendations for license remediation, contract adoption and cost-effective controls
- Each engagement acts as a working proof of concept, allowing you the option of purchasing the technology solution and building on these outcomes, using these engagement results as the starting point

**Interested in a Project-Based Engagement? Contact our experts:**

CDW IT Asset Management (ITAM) Specialists
SAMRequests@cdw.com